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Abstract 

Blue brain is a Virtual Brain it is the creation of synthetic brain by reverse engineering and recreates it at the cellular level inside 

a computer simulation. The concept of blue brain founded in May 2005 by Henry Markram at the EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland. 

The aim of the project to gain a complete understanding of the brain and to enable better and faster development of brain disease 

treatments. No one can ever understand the complexity of human brain. It is more complex than any circuitry in the world. The 

scientists today are in research to create an artificial brain that can think, respond, take decision, and keep everything in memory. 

After the death of the body, we will not lose knowledge, intelligence, feelings and memory of that man and can be used for the 

welfare of human society.                 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Blue Brain technology is a new and innovative project in the field of science and technology. It is the world’s first ever virtual 

brain. The artificial brain which performs similar tasks of human brain [1]. The Human brain is considered to be full of complexities. 

The aim of Blue Brain technology is to upload the complete information existing in the brain in to a computer. With this technology 

we can preserve the knowledge and intelligence even after death of human body.  The blue brain technology provides the 

comprehensive simulation of the essential internal connectivity of the cerebral parts with the external artificial intelligence network. 

This technology is showing the new path in the field of artificial intelligence. The intelligent neurons are a part existing in the 

human brain. The international computer giant, IBM has done a considerable research in this domain and has developed a virtual 

brain. The high performance computing support with blue brain technology is based on the current close connections between IBM 

and Blue Brain technology [4]. 

II. HISTORY 

The Blue Brain is an attempt to create synthetic brain by reverse engineering which the human brain down to the molecular level. 

On July 2005, the Brain Mind Institute (BMI), Switzerland and International Business Machine (IBM) launched the blue brain 

project using the enormous computing powder of IBM’s prototype Blue Gene/ L Super computer. An accurate replica of neocortical 

column is the essential first step to simulating the whole brain and also will provide the link between genetic, molecular and 

cognitive levels of brain function[4]. 

III. WHAT IS VIRTUAL BRAIN 

A virtual brain is an artificial brain, which we are termed as Blue Brain. It can think like the natural brain, take decisions based on 

the past experience, and respond as the natural brain can. It is possible to do so by using supercomputers, with a huge amount of 

storage capacity, processing power and an interface between the human brain and this artificial one. Through this interface, the 

data stored in the natural brain can be uploaded into the computer. So the brain and the knowledge, intelligence of anyone can be 

preserved and used forever, even after the death of the person[1]. 

 The Blue Brain Initiative is one of the best known trials to understand and organize brain data in a useful way. It is 

a neuroinformatics platform that tries to simulate the brain organization on the macroscopic level of detail. The neuroinformatics 

tool is based on the idea of taking advantage of available functional and structural brain data generated by imaging techniques such 

as MRI, functional MRI and trans-cranial magnetic stimulation. 

http://brainblogger.com/2014/02/23/exploring-the-next-frontier-the-human-brain-project/
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Fig. 1: Blue Brain Simulation with Microprocessor 

 The blue brain will try to gather important information related to neuronal connectivity and structure of the brain. It will inform 

us about activated groups of neurons, their connections, their respective distances, the time and the speed of their communications. 

This software will also collect data related to the structure of the brain like 3D cortex geometry and the exact location of neuron 

groups. After identifying the involved population of neurons, they will be assembled in large neuronal networks to finally construct 

a brain model. 

 The blue brain can be used to collect brain images and data from a specific patient so it opens the way to personalized medicine 

by simulating how a patient brain should reorganize its networks to obtain an optimal recovery after a brain injury or disease. Such 

information is extremely valuable to doctors since it will guide the rehabilitation process by favoring some type of therapies over 

others depending on the patient’s condition[4]. 

 Some researchers shown that the behavior of the single neuron is irrelevant for the prediction of complex functions of the brain 

and probably even less for understanding the cognitive functions[2]. In this case, virtual brain has the advantage of working on the 

macroscopic and mesoscopic levels which is of micrometer range where not so much computer power is needed. 

IV. FUNCTIONALITY OF BLUE BRAIN 

The human ability to feel, interpret and even vision is controlled in computer-like calculations, by the magical nervous system. 

The nervous system is quite like a magic because we can’t see it, but it is working through electric impulses through our body. 

 
Fig. 2: Functionality of Blue Brain 

 The human brain is a multi-level complex system with 100 billion neurons and 100 trillion synapses. Not even scientists have 

come close to making circuit boards and computers as delicate and precise as the nervous system. To understand this system we 

have to know following three simple functions. 

http://brainblogger.com/2015/03/03/mapping-the-human-brain-to-see-what-makes-you-unique/
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1) Sensory input 

2) Integration 

3) Motor output 

 Sensory Input 

When our eyes see something or when our hands touch a warm surface, the sensory cells, also known as Neurons, send a message 

straight to our brain.  This is called sensory input because we are putting things into our brain by way of senses. 

 Integration 

Integration is best known as the interpretation of things like taste, touch, and sense which is possible because of our sensory cells, 

known as neurons. Billions of neurons work together to understand the change around us. 

 Motor Output 

Once our brain understands the change, either by touching, tasting or via any other medium, then our brain sends a message through 

neurons to effector cells, muscles or gland cells, which actually work to perform our requests and act upon our environment. The 

word motor output is easily remembered if one should think that our putting something out into the environment through the use 

of a motor, like a muscle which does the work for our body[5]. 

V. HOW IT WORKS 

 Input 

In a similar way to the actual neurons present in the brain the scientists have already created artificial neurons by replacing them 

with the silicon chip. It has also been tested that these neurons can receive the input from the sensory cells[3]. So, the electric 

impulses from the sensory cells can be received through these artificial neurons and send to a super computer for the interpretation. 

 Interpretation 

The interpretation of the electric impulses received by the artificial neuron can be done by means of a set of register. The different 

values in these register will represent different states of the brain. 

 Output 

Similarly based on the states of the register the output signal can be given to the artificial neurons in the body which will be 

received by the sensory cell. 

 Memory 

It is not impossible to store the data permanently by using the secondary memory. In the similar way the required states of the 

registers can be stored permanently[3]. And when required these information can be retrieved and used. 

 Processing 

In a similar way the decision making can be done by the computer by using some stored states and the received input & by 

performing some arithmetic and logical calculations. 

 Blue brain is built using system-on-a-chip technology in which all functions of a node are integrated onto a single Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). This ASIC includes 2 PowerPC (ASIC). This ASIC includes 2 PowerPC 440 cores running at 

700MHz. Associated with each core is a 64-bit "double" floating point unit (FPU). This leads to a peak performance of 5.6 billion 

floating point operations per sec. The two CPUs can be used in "coprocessor" mode for computation, the other CPU being used 

for processing the I/O or in "virtual node" mode. So, the aggregate performance of a processor card in virtual node mode is then 

calculated using above details[3]. The Blue Brain Project is a 4-rack system that has 4,096 nodes, equal to 8,192 CPUs, with a peak 

performance of 22.4 TFLOPS. A 64-rack machine should provide 180 TFLOPS, or 360 TFLOPS at peak performance. 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

1) It is an important move towards self-decision making by the computer or machine that holds a Blue brain. 

2) A Foundation for Molecular Modeling of Brain Function. 

3) Good Understanding Neocortical Information Processing. 

4) It acts as a supercomputer and development in processing, speed and memory could simulate the human brain. 

5) The blue brain is an easy way to store and use human intelligence and data or information present in the mind even after the 

death of the body. 
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VII. DISADVANTAGES 

1) Dependency on machines. 

2) This may leads to human cloning which will be dangerous to humans in future. 

3) Once blue brain hacked particular person’s neural schema, the brain could be used against that person. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The Blue Brain is an attempt to create synthetic brain by reverse engineering. Human brain is a most valuable creation. The brain 

translates the information delivered by impulses which enables the person to act and react. In future we will be able to turn ourselves 

in to computers. The only serious threats raised are also overcome as we note the combination of biological and digital technologies. 

Blue Brain enables up to 100 cortical columns, 1 million neurons, and 1 billion synapses can be simulated at once. 
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